Thank you Henry and Nancy for getting me off to such a good start.

My colleagues, you all know how sweet it is to win an election.

Well let me tell you that being elected by your peers to be their leader is something extra special and I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart for your vote of confidence.

During this past week, we in the leadership have had the good fortune to spend some time with the incoming freshman class and I can tell you veteran members that without reservation it's the best I've seen.

Each and every one of them has come here with a deep personal commitment and sense of purpose and you're really going to love them once you get to know them.
As for our total number, we lost a few, but on balance -- all things being considered -- we fared pretty well and I'm so happy to see all but 3 of you veteran incumbents back here with us.

I shudder to think of what might have happened had the Iranian-Contra Arms Flap story broken a week or so before the election.

I'm sure you are all as sorry as I am that we took such a beating in the Senate and lost control of that body.

What do we see ahead of us with a Democratic controlled Senate, an enlarged Democratic majority in the House, revised committee ratios, new rules, new and old problems before us -- not to mention the added dimension of our administration coming under attack seemingly from so many quarters!!!

Do we seek to be the coalition-builders of past Congresses?
Are we the front line for the President's policies and programs?

Or are we the loyal opposition to the Democratic majorities in the House and Senate?

Do we hold their feet to the fire and force them to finally fulfill their responsibility to help us govern after 6 years of partisanship?

In short -- do we initiate policy or react to it?

As has been the case in the past, being in the minority yet having our President in the White House, we will have to do some of each. We will have to set goals and develop strategy as events unfold. We don't have the luxury of defining issues, setting the agenda, or scheduling legislation far in advance.

We cannot implement unless we innovate and for that we have to be able to anticipate events long before they happen.
NOR CAN WE IMPLEMENT UNLESS WE STAND TOGETHER. A FRESHMAN MEMBER NEEDS NO EXPERIENCE IN THIS BODY ONLY THE ABILITY TO COUNT HEADS TO KNOW THAT WE MUST STAND BOUND TOGETHER IN UNITY IF WE ARE TO AFFECT THE ISSUES SO CRITICAL TO THE NATION, TO OUR PRESIDENT AND TO US.

THE NUMBERS ARE NOT ON OUR SIDE. OUR SUCCESS MEANS ALL OF US HANGING TOGETHER OR AS BEN FRANKLIN SAID, "ASSUREDLY WE SHALL ALL HANG SEPARATELY."

WHEN WE STAND TOGETHER, WE CAN PERSUADE THINKING DEMOCRATS TO JOIN US. WHEN WE STAND APART, THERE WILL BE NO REASON TO JOIN US. HAVING SAID THAT HOWEVER, I KNOW THAT THERE ARE THOSE AMONG US WHO WILL HAVE TO MEET PAROCHIAL INTERESTS BACK HOME WE WILL ALWAYS TAKE THAT INTO CONSIDERATION.

WITH THE LOSS OF THE SENATE, WE HAVE A NEW AND MORE IMPORTANT ROLE TO PLAY IN THE ADVANCEMENT OF REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF FEDERAL POLICY.
In our dealings with the House Democrats, with the Senate -- and, yes, with the administration -- we will always be willing to listen -- but in the 100th Congress we also intend to be heard and heeded.

The very worst thing we House Republicans can do in this new situation is to be perceived as having no forceful policy views. It is precisely at a time like this when the President needs leadership on the Hill for the values we share.

I pledge to you today that so far as Bob Michel is concerned, House Republicans are going to be providing such leadership.

Yes, it's been nice having Republican leadership in the Senate.
But from now on, Republicans won’t be looking over our shoulder every time we have to make a tough call in the House. We will be responsible for our own destiny. We won’t have to worry how what we do is going to affect the majority leadership in the Senate.

Let me say a word about our committee work and a special word to our ranking members. A famous scholar of government once wrote that “Congress in session is Congress on public exhibition, while Congress in its committee rooms is Congress at work.”

If we don’t make a firm, tough, principled stand in committee or subcommittee, we will never be able to later make a successful bipartisan stand on the floor to gain bipartisan support for our views.

What we do in committee determines our options on the floor. Give the best you can give at the subcommittee and full committee level, and we’ll promise to give you the leadership you deserve on the floor.
AND THAT BRINGS ME TO THE LEADERSHIP

TRENT, JACK, DICK, [blurred], GUY, JERRY AND BOB -- AS
USUAL, I'M GOING TO BE LEANING ON YOU MORE THAN YOU WANT.
I'LL BE ASKING YOU TO SHOULDER HEAVIER BURDENS THAN YOU'D
LIKE. I'LL BE RELYING ON YOU FOR COUNSEL AND GUIDANCE
AND SUPPORT.

I'M PROUD OF OUR LEADERSHIP TEAM

IN CONCLUSION I WANT TO USE THE ORCHESTRAL ANALOGY I
USED WHEN YOU FIRST ELECTED ME YOUR LEADER.

YOU VETERANS WILL RECALL THAT I ENVISIONED MYSELF AS
THE DIRECTOR OF THE ORCHESTRA AND THAT I ALSO SAW IN YOU
ALL (A) SOME SOFT, SWEET VOICES IN THE STRING SECTION;
(B) SOME WINDS, WINDS, WINDS;
(C) SOME WOODWINDS,
SOME BRASS; (D) PERCUSSION AND CLANGING CYMBALS;

MY JOB WAS PUTTING ALL TOGETHER TO PRODUCE A
HARMONIOUS SOUND!
One day this past year one of our colleagues remembered and said he enjoyed playing in the orchestra, but also wanted to do some of the composing.

The more I thought about it, the more I realized I had left out a very important component.

We have indeed played just about the entire repertoire of what the President has composed, but we ought to be encouraging others to get involved in the composing business and that's each and every one of you.

And finally, ever since I've been a young child, I was told that when you listen, you might just learn something.

Well, in the past six years as leader, I have listened. I've learned about your hopes and, yes, sometimes, your fears. Your dreams and your schemes.

I've been on the receiving end of heart-felt disagreement as well as heart-warming approval.

It's been a great experience leading this hearty band of Republicans these past 6 years.

Unfortunately none of us has ever served in this House as a member of the majority (for me beginning my 31st year).

But hope springs eternal and we have the hope here today from which to become a majority party in 1988.
But whatever you had to say, I’ve been there to listen, to work with you, to see if we could work together to a realizable and principled conclusion.

I’m going to continue to do just that. We have a whole new ball game in Washington. I’m going to learn from and listen to you so that together we can show the Democrats how that new game is played, for the good of our country and the enhancement of our party.
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